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    Abstract

        
            A statistical thermodynamics program is presented which computes the thermochemical properties of a polyatomic molecule using statistical thermodynamic formulas. Thermodynamic data for substances involving C, H,O,N, and Cl elements are fitted into NASA polynomial form for use in combustion research or research where thermodynamical information is important.
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                    Thermochemistry of molecules in the B-N-Cl-H system: Ab initio predictions using the BAC-MP4 method

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Allendorf, M; Melius, C - Journal of Physical Chemistry A: Molecules, Spectroscopy, Kinetics, Environment, amp General Theory
                            

                    A self-consistent set of thermochemical data for 33 molecules in the B-N-Cl-H system are obtained from a combination of ab initio electronic structure calculations and empirical corrections. Calculations were performed for both stable and radical species. Good agreement is found between the calculations and experimental heats of formation for most molecules containing B, H, and Cl. In addition, the BAC-MP4 and experimental heats of formation for H{sub 3}B:NH{sub 3} are also in reasonable agreement, suggesting that the bond additivity parameters chosen for B-N bonds will provide reasonably accurate heats of formation for compounds containing this type of bond. Transition-state energiesmore » for two reactions involving BCl{sub 3} and NH{sub 3} are also predicted. Polynomial fits of the predicted thermodynamic data over the 300-4000 K temperature range are included in the Supporting Information. 68 refs., 2 figs., 6 tabs.« less
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                    Entropy Stable Discretization of Compressible Flows in Thermochemical Nonequilibrium

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Hansen, Michael; Fisher, Travis
                            

                    Entropy stable numerical methods for compressible flow have been demonstrated to exhibit better robustness than purely linearly stable methods and need less overall artificial dissipation for long simulations in subsonic and transonic flows. In this work we seek to extend these benefits to multicomponent, multitemperature flows in thermochemical nonequilibrium such as combustion and hypersonic flight. We first derive entropy functions that symmetrize the governing equations and allow stability proofs for such systems. The impact of diffusion model selection on provable entropy stability is considered in detail, including both rigorous models of irreversible thermodynamics and simplified models of greater practical interest.more » Based on the proven entropy functions we develop affordable, entropy conservative two-point flux functions for solution in conservation form. We derive entropy conservative fluxes for calorically and thermally perfect mixtures, with heat capacities described by either polynomials of the temperature or formulas from statistical thermodynamics.« less
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                    Thermochemical data for CVD modeling from ab initio calculations

                    
                        Conference
                            Ho, P; Melius, C
                            

                    Ab initio electronic-structure calculations are combined with empirical bond-additivity corrections to yield thermochemical properties of gas-phase molecules. A self-consistent set of heats of formation for molecules in the Si-H, Si-H-Cl, Si-H-F, Si-N-H and Si-N-H-F systems is presented, along with preliminary values for some Si-O-C-H species.
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                    Thermodynamics of the Hydrolysis Reactions of 1,4-beta-D-xylobiose, 1,4-beta-D-xylotriose, D-cellobiose, and D-Maltose

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Tewari, Yadu; Lang, Brian; Decker, Steven; ...  - Journal of Chemical Thermodynamics
                            

                    Microcalorimetry and high-performance liquid chromatography have been used to conduct a thermodynamic investigation of the following reactions: (1) 1,4-{beta}-Dxylobiose(aq)+H{sub 2}O(I)=2D-xylose(aq); (2) 1,4-{beta}-D-xylotriose+2H{sub 2}O(I)=3D-xylose(aq); (3) D-maltose(aq)+H{sub 2}O(I)=2{alpha}-D-glucose(aq); and (4) D-cellobiose(aq)+H{sub 2}O(I)=2{alpha}-D-glucose(aq). The results of the equilibrium measurements were K = (1.46 {+-} 0.15) {center_dot} 10{sup 3} for reaction (1) and K = (551 {+-} 34) for reaction (3). Although it was not possible to measure directly a value for the equilibrium constant for reaction (4), it was possible to obtain the value K = 657 for this reaction via a thermochemical pathway calculation. The results of the calorimetric measurements were standardmore » enthalpies of reaction {Delta}{sub r}H{sup o} = (0.12 {+-} 0.26) kJ {center_dot} mol{sup -1} for reaction (1) and {Delta}{sub r}H{sup o} = -(0.06 {+-} 0.18) kJ {center_dot} mol{sup -1} for reaction (2). It is noted that values of {Delta}{sub r}H{sup o} for reactions (1) and (2) are equal to each other within their respective experimental errors. This fact is consistent with earlier observations that, for reactions involving the making/breaking of N saccharide linkages, the assignment of characteristic values of {Delta}{sub r}H{sup o}/N or {Delta}{sub r}G{sup o}/N or {Delta}{sub r}S{sup o}/N for a specified linkage, is accurate in predicting the values of {Delta}{sub r}H{sup o}, {Delta}{sub r}G{sup o}, and {Delta}{sub r}S{sup o} for reactions involving saccharides that contain multiples or combinations of such linkages. Also, the values of the standard entropy changes {Delta}{sub r}S{sup o} for the hydrolysis reactions (3) and (4) fall into the range of values {l_brace}(32 to 48) J {center_dot} K{sup -1} {center_dot} mol{sup -1}{r_brace} previously noted for the hydrolysis of six-carbon disaccharides. In order to tie the results of this study into the thermochemical literature, a reaction catalog of related property values was created. Selected property values from this reaction catalog were then used to calculate 'best' values of the standard Gibbs free energy of formation {Delta}{sub r}G{sup o}, the standard enthalpy of formation {Delta}{sub r}H{sup o}, the standard molar entropy S{sub m}{sup o}, and the standard molar heat capacity C{sub p,m}{sup o}, for the substances of interest to this investigation.« less
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                    Thermochemical Processing of Radioactive Waste Using Powder Metal Fuels

                    
                        Conference
                            Ojovan, M; Sobolev, I; Dmitriev, S; ... 
                            

                    Problematic radioactive wastes were generated during various activities of both industrial facilities and research institutions usually in relative small amounts. These can be spent ion exchange resins, inorganic absorbents, wastes from research nuclear reactors, irradiated graphite, mixed, organic or chlorine-containing radioactive waste, contaminated soils, un-burnable heavily surface-contaminated materials, etc. Conventional treatment methods encounter serious problems concerning processing efficiency of such waste, e.g. complete destruction of organic molecules and avoiding of possible emissions of radionuclides, heavy metals and chemically hazardous species. Some contaminations cannot be removed from surface using common decontamination methods. Conditioning of ash residues obtained after treatment of solidmore » radioactive waste including ashes received from treating problematic wastes also is a complicated task. Moreover due to relative small volume of specific type radioactive waste the development of target treatment procedures and facilities to conduct technological processes and their deployment could be economically unexpedient and ecologically no justified. Thermochemical processing technologies are used for treating and conditioning problematic radioactive wastes. The thermochemical processing uses powdered metal fuels (PMF) that are specifically formulated for the waste composition and react chemically with the waste components. The composition of the PMF is designed in such a way as to minimize the release of hazardous components and radionuclides in the off gas and to confine the contaminants in the ash residue. The thermochemical procedures allow decomposition of organic matter and capturing hazardous radionuclides and chemical species simultaneously. A significant advantage of thermochemical processing is its autonomy. Thermochemical treatment technologies use the energy of exothermic reactions in the mixture of radioactive or hazardous waste with PMF. When used energy of exothermic reactions in waste thermochemical treatment processing, the problems concerned with heating method choice, appropriate heating equipment operation, and maintenance of this equipment reliability are excluded. Generally, the PMF consists of combustible powder metal, oxygen containing component, and some additives (pore-forming materials, stabilizers, surface-active substances, and other) with a predominance of metal powder. A thermodynamic simulation is applied widely at the designing of the PMF.« less
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